










 



OOMMON �_ DISTRIBUTIONS Section 3.7 

Thus, we can interpret hT(t) as the rate of change of the probability that the object 
survives a little past time t, given that the object survives to time t. Show that if T is 
a continuous random variable, then 

h(t) d hT{t) = 1 _ FT(t) = -dt log (1 FT(t» . 

3.26 Verify that the following pdfs have the indicated hazard functions (see Exercise 3.25). 

(a) If T rv exponential(,8), then hT(t) = 1//3. 
(b) 1f T ",  Weibullb, /3) , then hT(t) = bl(3)t"l-I .  
(c) I f  T '" logistic(/-t, ,8), that is, 

then hT(t) = (1/ (3)FT(t) . 
3.21 For each of the following families, show whether all the pdfs in the family are unimodal 

(see Exercise 2.27). 

(a) uniform(a, b) 

(b) gamma( 0, (3) 
(c) n(/-t, (12 ) 
(d) beta(o, ,8) 

3.28 Show that each of the following families is an exponential family. 

(a) normal family with either parameter JJ. or (1 known 
(b) gamma family with either parameter 0 or f3 known or both unknown 
(c) beta family with either parameter 0 or /3 known or both unknown 
(d) Poisson family 
(e) negative binomial family with r known, 0 < p < 1 

3.29 For each family in Exercise 3.28, describe the natural parameter space. 
3.30 Use the identities of Theorem 3.4.2 to 

(a) calculate the variance of a binomial random variable. 
(b) calculate the mean and variance of a beta( a, b) random variable. 

3.31 In this exercise we will prove Theorem 3.4.2. 

(a) Start from the equality 

J f(xI8) h{x)c{9) exp (t, W, (8)ti (X») dx = 1, 

differentiate both sides, and then rearrange terms to establish (3.4.4) . (The fact 
that d� logg(x) = g'(x)/g(x) will be .helpful.) 

(b) Differentiate the above equality a second time; then rearrange to establish (3.4.5) . 

(The fact that £., logg(x) = (g"(X)/g(x» - (g' (x)/g(X» 2 will be helpful.) 
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5.82 (a.) If an exponential fe.,ruly can be written in the form (3.4.7), show tha.t the identities 
of Theorem 3.4.2 simplify to 

E(t;(X» = - a
a 

10g c· (71) ,  '1; 
a2 

Var(t; (X» = - -a 2 10g C· (71) · 
'1; 

(b) Use this identity to calculate the mean and variance of a gamma(a, b) random 
variable. 

S.SS For each of the following families: 
(i) Verify that it is an exponential family. 

(ii) Describe the curve on which the 9 parameter vector lies. 
(iii) Sketch a graph of the curved parameter space. 

(a) n(9, 9) 
(b) n(8, a82),  a known 
(c) gamma(a, I/a) 
(d) f(x/8) = C exp (-(x - 8)4) , C a normalizing constant 

8.34 In Example 3.4.9 we saw that normal approximations can result in curved exponential 
families. For each of the following normal approximations: 
(i) Describe the curve on which the 9 parameter vector lies. 

(ii) Sketch a graph of the curved parameter space. 

(a) Poisson approximation: X ""' n(A, A/n) 
(b) binomial approximation: X ""'  n (p, p(I - p)/n) 
(c) negative binomial approximation: X ""' n(r(I - p)/p, r(I - p)/np2) 

3.35 (a) The norma.l family that approximates a Poisson can also be parameterized as 
n( eO, eO) , where -00 < 9 < 00. Sketch a graph of the parameter space, and 
compare with the approximation in Exercise 3.34(a). 

(b) Suppose that X '" gamma( a, {3) and we assume that EX = J.I.. Sketch a graph of 
the parameter space. 

(c) Suppose that Xi '" gamma(ai' .8i) ,  i 1 , 2, . . . , n, and we assume that EXj = J.I.. 
Describe the para.meter space (a1 , . . .  , an, .81 , . . • , .811.)' 

S.36 Consider the pdf f(x) = ¥ (x6 x8) ,  - 1  < x < L Graph ( I /u)!« x - J.I.)/u) for each 
of the following on the same axes. 
(a) J.I. = 0, u = 1 
(b) J.I. = 3, u = 1 
(c) J.I. 3, u = 2 

3.37 Show that if lex) is a pdf, symmetric about 0, then J.I. is the median of the loca.tion-scale 
pdf (l/u) f« x - J.I.) /u) , -00 < x < 00. 

3.38 Let Z be a random variable with pdf fez). Define ZQ to be a number that satisfies this 
relationship: 

a = P(Z > zQ) = roo f(z)dz. i%a 
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Show that if X is a random va.rla.ble with pdf (l/(1)/(tx - p,)/O') and :e", = 0'%", + 14, 
then P(X > xo) = Q. (Thus if a ta.ble of z'" values were available, then values of XQ 
could be easily computed for any member of the location-scale family.) 

3.39 Consider the Cauchy family defined in Section 3.3. This family can be extended to a. 
location-scale family yielding pdfs of the form 

l(xlp" O') = ( 2) ' 0'1'( 1 + (7) 
1 -00 < x < 00. 

The mean and variance do not exist for the Cauchy distribution. So the parameters 
p, and 0'2 are not the mean and variance. But they do have important meaning. Show 
that if X is a random variable with a Cauchy distribution with parameters p, and 0', 
then: 

(a) p, is the median of the distribution of X, tha.t is, P(X :::: p,) :::: P(X :5 p,) = � .  
(b) p, + (J" and p, - 17 are the quartiles of the distribution of X,  that is, P(  X :::: p, + (1)  = 

P(X :5 p, - u) = i . (Hint: Prove this first for p, = 0 and u = 1 and then use 
Exercise 3.38.)  

3.40 Let I(x) be any pdf with mean p, and variance (12. Show how to create a location-scale 
family based on f (x) such that the standard pdf of the family, say r (x), has mean 0 
and variance L 

3.41 A family of cdfs {F(xlll), ll E e} is stochastically increasing in 0 if 111 > 82 :::} F(xI81) 
is ,stochastically greater than F(xI02) .  (See Exercise 1 .49 for the definition of stochas
tically greater.) 

(a) Show that the n(p" (72) family is stochastically increasing in p, for fixed (12. 
(b) Show that the gamma(Q, (J) family of (3.3.6) is stochastically increasing in !3 (scale 

parameter) for fixed Q (shape parameter) .  

3.42 Refer t o  Exercise 3.41 for the definition of a stochastically increasing family. 

(a) Show that a location family is stochastically increasing in its location parameter. 
(b) Show that a scale family is stochastically increasing in its scale parameter if the 

sample space is [0, 00) . 

3.43 A family of cdfs {F(xIO), 8  E O} is stochastically decreasing in 0 if 81 > 82 :::} F(xI82) 
is stochastically greater than F(xI81) .  (See Exercises 3.41 and 3.42.) 

(a) Prove that if X ",  Fx(xlll), where the sample space of X is (0, 00) and Fx(xlll) is 
stochasticaJly increasing in 0, then FY(YI8) is stochastically decreasing in 8, where 
Y = l/X. 

(b) Prove that if X '" Fx(xI8), where Fx(xIO) is stochastically increasing in 0 and 
8 >  0, then Fx(xI 1 )  is stochastically decreasing in O. 

3.44 For any random variable X for which EX2 and EIXI exist, show that P(IXI :::: b) does 
not exceed either EX2/b2 or EIXI/b, where b is a positive constant. If I(x) = e-% for 
x > 0, show that one bound is better when b = 3 and the other when b = V2. (Notice 
Markov's Inequality in Miscellanea 3.8.2.) 

3.45 Let X be a random variable with moment-generating function Mx(t), -h < t < h. 

(a) Prove that P(X :::: a) :5 e-a.t Mx(t), 0 < t < h. (A proof similar to that used for 
Chebychev's Inequality will work.)  


